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the pink light bulb is one of glams most
widely recognized campaigns. glam
vermont envisions the pink light bulb as a
beacon of hope for people living with hiv
who are too nervous to be tested. when
you press the pink light bulb, youll be
directed to a place with a dedicated,
highly experienced, peer-led service to
provide you with free, confidential hiv
testing. glam has tested over 10,000
people in vermont since 2009 and is a
vital part of the statewide hiv prevention
plan. the out article points out that in the
same week that wtf hits newsstands,
glamour will release a story on plastic
surgery. in addition to the plastic surgery
spread, glamour is featuring two articles
on the 2015 oscars: a retrospective on
the history of drag and a profile on the
first openly transgender oscar nominee,
terence nance. the march 2015 issue of
people features the out spread and a
spread on plastic surgery. people also
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features an article titled, glamour and the
drag queen youve never heard of:
terence nance. the people article is
followed by a spread on plastic surgery,
which includes a look at the celebrities
most likely to undergo the surgery. the
article mentions starlets such as kate
beckinsale, kim kardashian, and lea
michele, but not names like sophia loren,
or jane fonda. christopher melly photo
hologram website a bunch of jazz-era
photos. christopher melly, who is no
longer with his family, decided to get
back in touch with the people he's lost
contact with and make them feel like
they've been forgotten. he created a
website where he hired stylists to
recreate photos of friends and family and
photoshopped them to look like they're in
the 1920s and 1930s.
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